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Give wings to your own dreams, and in so doing, 

you just may strengthen the wings of others.

You truly never know the significance of 

even your smallest actions.  The 

smile you wear touches hearts you 

will never meet.  The words you speak

fall on unknown ears.  The adventure you

say “yes!” to may become a gift you give

t.o the world.  Let “Yes!” be your mantra for life

Dawn-Marie deLara
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Welcome to our adventure 

and thanks for coming along!   

To teach being is a bit like trying to teach 
breathing.  What's to teach?  One breathes 
because one must.  One be's  because one is. 
But there are more beneficial ways to breathe, 
exercises to improve breathing, ways to control 
and use breathing. One can just push through 
life, with breathing taken for granted, or one 
can pause, take a deep breath, filling one's very 
center, and then let it out in a burst of song.
     Being is just like breathing.  It can be far  
         more beautiful when not taken for
              granted. In sharing our own ways of
                being, sharing our songs and our
                     sighs, we hope to inspire others
                         to be mindful, or better put, to
                               mindfully be.

365Being is a quarterly publication, filled with seasonally rele-
    vant ideas that we hope will inspire you to live richly, 
     passionately, purposefully.  We offer it online and in print.  
Because we are committed to the best use of resources, a 
healthy planet, and to not exploiting people for cheap labor, 
we will not be using these pages to promote mega-corporations. 
                                        

We have no interest in selling you chemical cleansers, fake food, 
or trendy home decor mass produced by underpaid labor in 
impoverished countries. We have every interest in encouraging 
you to craft  a meaningful life, and we do want to connect you  
with teachers and artists who can help, and occasionally offer 
you their quality products. This means we don't sell advertising, 
but we do  ask our contributing authors to share information 
about their classes, books, art, or ethically produced items, so 
we can connect these entrepreneurs with you, and you with 
them. No mega-corporation ads, however, means that readers 
pay publishing costs, and so although neither of us is a big fan 
of reading books or magazines on a screen, we offer 365Being 
both online and in print.  We want to be accessible to everyone, 
but quality costs.  May we always leave you feeling that your 
time and money have been well spent. 
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When I was young, Kermit the Frog sang “It’s Not Easy 
Being Green” (this was long before being “green” meant 
eco-aware).  Kermit was different.  A frog out of water, living on 
Sesame Street, with a night job as ringmaster of a variety show.  I 
identified strongly with this amphibian, and his cheerful optimism 
and clear sense of irony.  Throughout junior and senior high, my
closest friends often called me “Phrog.”
     Years passed and the moniker was mostly forgotten...until 
just now.  As much as I identified with Kermie back then, having now grown 
(mostly) comfortable in my own skin, I’m rather astonished to realize how much I 
have in common with him.
     My sense of humor will always be more Muppet Show than Saturday Night Live.  
I’m good at cooperating, but not so good at following.  I’m always kind, except when
I’m not, and then I’ll go to the ends of the earth to set it right.  I’m loyal, philoso-
phical, reasonably bright, creative, tenacious, and usually pretty funny - sometimes 
without meaning to be.
     Kermit made being green appear easy to his friends, but we saw his vulnerable 
side.  We saw him rouse his troupes to stage the next show, only to have things start 
to crumble, and the troupers give way to discouragement and defeatism.  Did 
Kermie give up?  No.  He sang the blues away in his funny froggy voice, gathered his 
gumption, tweaked his plan, forgave without a second thought, and lead on, trusting
the others would eventually follow.  I dedicate my adventure with this magazine to 
Kermit the Frog, my hero and role model...even if it took me forty-some years past 
Sesasme Street to realize it!

When not writing for or designing this bookazine, or driving my business partner 

Cat up a tree, I’m a designer/decorator/muralist/sculptor/painter/crafter/artist/writer 

who blogs twice a week, at the artofthehome.blogspot.com.  

The backgrounds for the pages of this issue are shot from walls I’ve painted, 

or from sample boards in my portfolio.  The cover art is a sample of a mural 

I’m considering painting in my own home.  You can view my

portfolio at theartofthehome.com. 

Readers can contact me at dmdelara@365being.com
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                                                 I am sure as the issues of 365being are
                                                 published, you will get to know me very well.
                                                 DM and I plan on including you, our wonderful
                                                 readers, in our journey to create and produce
                                                 365Being.  We will have a blog to share the 
                                                 day-to-day fun stuff, and also our two columns:
                                                 Being Cat and Being Dawn- Marie.
                                                        About me. I have been called many names
                                                 throughout my life.  I started out as Catherine
                                                 Irene Dzikowski, but was called Cathy through
most of my life.  “Diz” came in junior and senior high school and some of 
my facebook friends from high school still call me this.  I got married and 
became Cathy Isles—a much easier name to write than my maiden name.  
When I turned 50, I decided I wanted to change a couple of things, as I 
transition into the wise crone-age.  I decided to start wearing hats, lose my 
bra and drop the “thy” from my name—so I became Cat in a hat,  with 
droopy boobs—so the bra came back, but I still love being Cat in a hat!
       I am originally from Pittsburgh, and am very proud of my Steel Town 
roots.  Pittsburgh is a very special place, and the people, just as special.  I 
love the melting pot of nationalities that I was raised in, which instilled my 
appreciation for all cultures.  I value diversity, and wrote a children's book, 
Faces Who Are We?, to expose young children to diversity and show them 
that we may all be different, but we are all human beings.  I have so many 
wonderful memories of growing up in Western Pennsylvania, and I still go 
back often, to be with my family and friends who still reside there.
       I have lived in Minnesota for the last 22 years, and now call this area
                                    outside of Minneapolis my home.  It was when I arrived
                                      here that I decided to try new and different things, like
                                       starting Bridging the Universe, a greeting card
                                        company, writing FACES and starting 365Being 
                                         with DM. 
                                                 I have been preparing for the role of producer
                                           for 365Being my whole life.  As a young child, I
                                            LOVED when my Highlights and Humpty Dumpty
                                             magazines arrived. I perused them over and over
                                              again.  I continued to enjoy magazines as a teen 
                                               —reading Sixteen Magazine, Mad Magazine and 
                                               Tiger Beat.  As an adult, I love magazines even 
                                                more, and have several subscriptions to prove 
                                                 it.  I don't receive any of them by PDF because I            
                                                 love paging through them, looking at the 
                                                  pictures, and enjoying the content.  
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       I rip out articles and pictures that I find interesting and feel I will need 
to refer to at some point in the future.  When I am done with them, I 
usually send them off to another friend to enjoy. Dawn-Marie is usually 
the person who gets them.  A group of us get together on second 
Saturdays at her house and make art.  We use these magazines in our 
journals and dream boards.  DM has a ton of them in baskets, and I heard 
a rumor that if the Library of Congress is missing an issue of a 
magazine, they contact DM and she usually has the issue they are 
looking for.  Rarely do I dispose of them in recycling, since I recycle 
them to others.
       One thing I need to confess is that I am a chronic card sender. View 
my public confession: www.bridgingtheuniverse.com and click on the 
link.  As a young girl, a card store visit left quite an impression on me, 
leading to this chronic card sending, as well as becoming the owner of 
Bridging the Universe—a company that  produces greeting cards.  I 
enjoy spreading joy, love and caring thoughts by sending cards for all 
occasions. It has always been my mission to encourage others to send 
cards and write letters, to help spread the positive energy that I believe is 
shared through this act. 
       I am so thankful for everything in my life (including you, dear 
readers, for your support and your precious time reading 365Being).  I 
am blessed with a circle of wonderful and supportive friends. I am so 
thankful for Dawn-Marie for sharing this vision and holding hands with 
me, embarking on what should be a fabulously fun journey. I am very 
thankful to my husband Steve who has been patient and supportive the 
last four years as I decide what I want to do when I grow up ( I think I am 
almost there, dear!!!). Romaine, for the fun times and experiences we've 
shared.  Kimbers, for the daily rants via email and your gentle nature to 
keep me calm. And especially my beloved son Brian, 
who continues to delight me and makes me so proud 
to be his mum!
       So with this first issue, I hope you enjoy perusing 
and reading the articles, looking at our cool 
artsy stuff and receiving the good vibes 
that are our intention for 365Being.  
If you like what you see, please 
consider purchasing a subscription,
 either for the printed version or PDF 
version via our website www.365Being.com.
 
F eel free to contact me at catisles@365being.com
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Dress your front porch for autumn, with an arrangement of  
weeds and rusty things.  An old lace tablecloth softens it, 
and a mirror adds sparkle.  The trick to arranging vignettes?  
Play til it looks right to you.  

Dress your front porch for autumn, with an arrangement of  
weeds and rusty things.  An old lace tablecloth softens it, 
and a mirror adds sparkle.  The trick to arranging vignettes?  
Play til it looks right to you.  
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   There are a few topics on which I will never concede an 
argument (okay, fine, probably quite a few).  I might walk 
away, rather than fight, but I won't change my mind.  The 
subject of  your creativity is one of  them.  Don't even try to 
tell me you aren't creative.  
   You may not have ever developed a talent for crafting, and 
you might not have ever been sufficiently interested in 
painting to take the time to really learn how it's done, but 
you are creative.  Everyone is.  It's the human mode of  
being.  
   Every choice you make is an
 exercise in creativity, and every 
thought you think creates the 
reality you experience.  
(REALLY don't argue reality 
with me, unless you just want to 
see my stubborn streak in full 
flame).  How you dress, what 
you eat, how you do your job, 
express your love, fold your 
laundry (or not!)… it's all your 
creative expression of  self. 
 Give yourself  some credit, okay?

 

Text and projects by Dawn-Marie deLara
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How these were made

Wreath

Swag

1.       Find an interesting old round something, the rustier the better.  Better yet, cultivate 
friendships with people who will drop such things on your front porch, much the way a 
proud cat will lovingly leave you a gift of fresh mouse.
2.       Combine craft store dried floral bits with twigs from your garden, and interesting 
weeds found alongside country roads, or city alleys (or in your garden), creating a bundle 
that somewhat arches to follow the curve.  You can wire these into a bunch with floral wire, 
or if you don't have any handy, this is where you use some of those twist ties, from the 
kitchen junk drawer, or chenille stems (pipe cleaners).  You can use string or tape, but wire 
is easiest, and a stash of brown and green chenille stems would not be a bad thing to 
have on hand for all kinds of creative projects.  
3.       Now, using raffia, twine, or something else stringy and interesting looking, tie this 
bundle onto your round thingy, securing it in a couple of places.  Use hot glue to stabilize 
this.
4.       Add a bit of paper raffia, flattened, as a ribbon, or improvise with something similar, 
like torn strips of fabric.
5.       To make the welcome sign, you can hand paint the word onto a piece of interesting 
paper, then tear it out.  If lettering isn't your thing, print it out from our blog on 11X17 paper, 
tint that with a wash of watercolor or acrylic, and tear it in a banner shape.  You can use 
marker, paint, or a stamp pad to color the torn edges.  I crumpled mine tightly, then 
flattened it to give it more age, but I honestly don't love the effect here as much as I 
usually do.  Hot glue the banner onto your round thingy.
 

1.       Follow wreath instruction #1, except find a smaller piece, like a pulley or other object 
you can secure to the middle of a horizontal arrangement.
2.       Add something to hang it from, if needed.  I used a torn strip of cotton drapery fabric, 
wrapped and knotted around the bent and broken shaft of my cool rusty what-not.
3.       Using dried stuff found as per wreath instruction #2, wire your main ingredient into 
two equal bundles.  
4.       Using wire, pipe cleaners, or whatever you can find, secure these bundles through 
the center, or to the back of, your object.  Get them as stable as possible with the wire.
5.       Fire up the glue gun, and start adding embellishments.  I started with the pods, then 
added hydrangeas, and finally the little grass tufts.  I wanted this to be a little architectural 
or structural, almost steampunk in feel.  Once the embellishments are all in place, a few 
globs of hot glue can be used to be sure your dried stuff won't flop around.  Just sneak it in 
behind the rusty bobble, and use just enough to connect everything, without any showing.
6.       If it seems too skimpy, which mine did, carefully wire in another element.  I feel 
much less guilty about forgetting to water those potted palms, now that I found a use for 
the dried fronds.
NOTE:  If you have used weeds that might drop seeds, think carefully about where you 
display your creations, or who you gift them to.
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Decorating with, by and for the birds
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Polymer clay turns a thrift store candy jar into a playful 
parrot.   Maureencarlson.com is a great resource for classes, 
 instructional books,  and videos on working with polymer clay.

Glass jars are great vessels for storing trims and trinkets in 
your sewing room (or staples in the kitchen).  No lids?  Use
5-minute epoxy to attach ceramic figurines to saucers and 
butter plates.

This goose rocker doesn’t see much action from toddlers, 
so it earns its keep as a shelf for books.  We think
Mother Goose would approve.

The featured whimsies were painted, sculpted and  crafted by Dawn-Marie deLara, who hopes you will be inspired to your own flights of fancy.
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Tucked in a corner of the front porch, suspended from ribbons, 
an old glass light fixture, nestled into a thrift store wreath and embellished
 with moss, makes a perfect nesting bowl for house finches.

If you have a fluff ball of a dog, you may find nests like this
in your yard, after a windstorm.  Feather your nest?  Posh birds 
fur-line theirs!

Birds are a beautiful motif in the kitchen.  No wall 
space to paint or paper with them?  Murals can be 
painted right across cabinets, as shown here, or if
you have doors with inset panels, a roll of wallpaper
and an afternoon can transform them into an aviary.
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     Oh, the weather outside is…perfectly fine.  So why am I, co-editor 
of a publication about living in the now, writing about winter gifting, 
months ahead of time?  Well, have you ever gotten to the week before 
Christmas and realized you left it too late?  Done it more than once?  
Do you like that feeling of disappointment or embarrassment?  This 
magazine is about living joyfully, beautifully in the now, and when 
“Now” is December 24th, I want you to feel beautifully joyful.
     One of my favorite rituals is to spend part of the autumnal 
equinox, September 22, making lists and plans for the fall and winter 
holidays ahead.  I'll grab my notebook and a big cup of something 
cozy, and head out to one of the porches to curl up and organize my 
ideas.  It's likely I'll dream up grander plans than I can ever carry out, 
but it's also likely I'll realize there are a few I could accomplish, if I 
start sooner, rather than later, especially when it comes to Christmas 
gifts, which is the first list I write.   
     I  give gifts because it's fun, and for me, the fun lies in dreaming 
up the best possible gift for each of my dear ones.  I love  thinking 
about each person, what their latest hobby or passion is, or how their 
life may have changed over the past months.  Often, I have come 
across something wonderful and stashed it, or have read a book I 
know one of them will love, so those I can check off immediately (I 
especially love checking things off of lists).  To be honest, I usually 
don't get it all done, still, but that just means I have a start on next 
year's list.  If that thought worries you, bake and freeze a few batches 
of cookies on Thanksgiving weekend, as a contingency plan, and 
you're covered.

It's the thought that counts,

 but only if you actually give a gift…

Dawn-Marie deLara,
Elf in training
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5 handmade gift ideas to get started on now

 I've given a few of these simple quilts, made of 

squares cut from recycled jeans.  One was for a baby, designed to fit 

a play pen, with little softie toys tucked in the pockets, and edged in 

bright cotton ruffles.  Another was made of the recipient's MUCH 

loved Levis ™, and backed in flannel.  Love notes were tucked in the 

pockets of that one.  The pocketed items are long gone, but I know 

the quilts were kept.  A sewing machine with a jeans needle is the 

only special equipment required.
 relating to a certain aspect or event of the recipient's 

life.  Even just a mini book of one really great day.  If you start 

collecting and assembling it now, you'll have time to gather way more 

photos and stories, and maybe you won't be wrapping it at 4:00 

Christmas Eve…or 4:00 Christmas morning! 
, or book club recipes, or co-worker 

recipes (or whoever you hang out with).  This is one you can 

duplicate and give to lots of people, and it won't feel like you bulk-

ordered a one-size-fits-all gift.  Start collecting early, and nobody will 

suspect what you're up to.  Send these away for fancy binding, take 

them to a local office supply store for a plastic binding, or create your 

own books with supplies from a craft store, or even simple school 

binders.

 that truly celebrate each unique person.  Start now, 

and you have time to collect or craft a really thoughtful presentation 

of little treats and trinkets, or maybe something really useful, with the 

tools and supplies for a new hobby, interest or adventure.  Kids 

especially love gift baskets, as they are like lots of little presents, all 

in one.

  Now is the time to take a class or pick up a book!  Check 

your library or go online, and be sure to check our website for links to 

great teachers, their classes, and the books they have written!

1. Denim quilt. 

2. A scrapbook

3. A book of family recipes

4. Gift baskets

5. Wanting to make something requiring a skill you haven't yet 

learned?
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There are some moments in time which just feel stronger than others. It is as if every tiny particle 
has fallen in to place so perfectly that your heart sings with joy and there are no words that exist 
that could communicate the intense emotion sweeping through your body. Your eyes are open as 
wide as they will go, your breath is swept out and it doesn't last long - so be ready. 

It is for these rare times that we strive to live for, it is for these sparse-as-gold-dust moments that 
we became documentary filmmakers, and it is these for which we carry a camera (or 2) with us at 
all times. 

In Late January 2010, we managed to capture on film one of these moments. We had paddled out to 
a remote island, for no other reason than to have a little adventure on the beautiful River Shannon in 
Ireland, when we stumbled across one of the most incredible natural phenomena that exists on our 
planet: starlings in their hundreds of thousands, possibly millions, flying together making the most 
incredible shapes in the sky. And although we had no idea about what was about to take place, we 
were ready. 

That footage became the short film we called 'Murmuration' and it has become viral on the internet. 
This means that first friends, then strangers, were sharing it with each other across the world. 
Currently the figure is logged at around 10 million views, but because of Murmuration being 
broadcast on multiple TV shows and news reports that figure is sure to be much higher. Numbers 
like this completely bend our minds -we are used to an audience of 40 watching a film we've made! 
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We know that we were extremely lucky to have witnessed the starlings as they performed in such a way 
and in such huge numbers. But it was so unusual, so extraordinary, that we could not help but think 
about what it was that had brought us to be in that rare and wonderful situation. Since that day to this -
we think serendipity has played an important role in our lives, and in trying to explore how and why -we 
have discovered that it is a subject which is complex, mysterious, magical and one that is close to our 
hearts. But what is Serendipity? 

It is 'making happy and unexpected discoveries by accident'. The making of our film was just that: a 
happy accident. When we set off on our journey in the canoe 2 years, 23 weeks and 4 days ago we had no 
idea what we were embarking on. 12 days earlier than that we had set off as the only two members of the 
art department for a completely different film. We left London in a 4X4 loaded with film props and 
Sophie's traditional wooden canoe strapped to the roof with a spider's web of ropes and bungy cords as it 
was needed for a shot in the film. Over the course of the next 2 days we made our way over land and sea to 
the west coast of Ireland. 

On the day we went out on the canoe to the island, the rest of the film crew had decided to stay 
housebound for their downtime. But we instead chose to paddle along an icy River Shannon. We were in 
the most beautiful surroundings and we had a longing for adventure and of needing to break away from 
the dramas of the film set. 

"You don't reach Serendip by plotting a course for it. You have to set out in good faith for elsewhere and 
lose your bearings... serendipitously." John Barth, The Last Voyage of Somebody the Sailor 

We'd heard from locals of an island that had some ruins on it called Holy Island which we thought 
sounded interesting, so we set off for it. However, the island we landed on turned out to have no ruins on, 
we'd mistakenly ended up on a completely different island! And one that absolutely stank too! It was 
about 3 inches deep in poop. The smell was hold-your-nose-and-try-not-to-breathe bad. We had no idea 
that starlings were using the island we'd landed on as their roost, and we were about to meet them. We 
also had not one but two cameras with us, so when the first ran out of battery -just moments before the 
murmuration, we had another to capture the moments with. Serendipity indeed! 

There are inherent difficulties that we come up against in exploring the subject of serendipity. 
Experiencing it is similar to the experience of concepts such as Beauty. Happiness. Hope. Wonder. Desire. 
Fear. It is non-measurable, hard to rationalise, something that is experienced by each individual 
differently yet they have shared fundamentals within them that allow them to be a shared common 
experience. 

How many of the most amazing things that have happened to you have happened because of an overheard 
word, an accidental encounter, a random connection made by a friend? We think this has probably 
happened to everyone in some way, and perhaps when it did it was called luck, coincidence, chance, 
synchronisity...but we believe that these are different from serendipity. They all are used to describe an 
unexpected discovery, but there are two fundamental points where they differ. 

The first point is that these other terms can be used in the negative; an awful coincidence, bad luck, 
however serendipity is solely positive. The second point is that serendipity requires that you are active 
and taking a role whereas you could be passive with the other terms; to have serendipity occur it must be 
that you are participating so that you are able to have this happy accident. In our concept of serendipity 
we find that it is the antithesis of control. Serendipity appears when we are in a state of grace, and 
readiness. 
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The moment we put 'Murmuration' online -we relinquished our control. Letting go of it, allowing 
people to view it online, for free, was the best decision we could have made. The views started slowly and 
built up, we remember feeling pretty freaked out when it reached 100,000 views! 

Starlings, when they create a murmuration, connect their movements with the 7 around them, each 
movement rippling through the rest and make that beautiful effect. This metaphor was not lost on us as 
we began to receive messages and emails ranging from the spiritually sublime, to kayaking magazines, to 
asking if we might share the knitting pattern of Liberty's hat! We resolved to answer each message 
individually as we instinctively grasped the importance of giving each message the time they'd given us 
and not to do a blanket reply to everyone. We received offers of hospitality from all over the 
world if ever we were in their area, moving stories of loss where our film lifted them in some way, some 
writing about it for the first time. So many stories of hope; people who had seen the film seemed to feel 
that no matter who they were or where they'd come from -the film spoke to them of joy, of the 
unknown, of the endless possibilities that might be forged ahead. 

So how can we cultivate or encourage an art in something that seems impossible to understand, 
explain or create? It would be incredible if each of us could harness this power and possibility. 
There was a phrase we used earlier, state of grace. To us, this means conducting yourself 
in an open and eager but not expectant way. Something balanced between rushing 
towards your goal and snowploughing through the day, pushing aside the 
opportunities with the everyday stuff, or waiting for something to 
happen without doing anything to cause it. 

When we say open we mean: available and present. That
 we are not so consumed by our environments, our plans, 
our routines that we cannot let in the space for 
alternative possibilities. When we are rigid we break, 
when we move with the day and all the things it
brings, it strengthens us. The other point we made 
was the idea of being ready. By this we mean prepared and this 
might be mentally, physically, with skills or equipment, 
knowledge or contacts. To make the best of it, 
be ready to live it as completely as you can. 

We hope none of this sounds like we're saying you should renounce your job or to ditch your family 
routine (though you might feel that!). Rather that we see the importance of these things but also that in 
much of everyday life it seems we have forgotten to listen to our instincts, or to look up at the stars. 

The most beautiful thing one can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of all Art and Science." 
                                                                                              - Albert Einstein 

The mysterious is the root of serendipity; the mysterious is at the start of an adventure, it is the pull as 
you begin. Ours was the mystery of the Islands and of the Rivers, that led us to the birds and ultimately 
led us, via the viral video, to writing here for you to read now. 

So whether you believe in serendipity or not -if we leave you with one thing let it be for us to encourage 
you to let the mysterious in to the everyday and follow it to its source. Maybe you'll stumble across a 
million starlings, who knows what you'll find, and that -that is the best part! 
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ISLANDS & RIVERS 

On the very same film set 
that 'Ana Chia' came into 
creation, Liberty and Sophie 
met for the first time. Within 
a few months, they had 
traveled overland to Ireland 
in a 4x4 filled with props, 
with a canoe strapped to the 
roof. Little did they know 
what they had begun. The 
company followed soon after, 
and like a small seed they 
have grown into the sapling 
you see today, with over 10 
million views of their film 
Murmuration, and new 
commissions in production 
soon to be released. 

Islands & Rivers continue to 
strive to make films which 
inspire people to get 
outdoors & find their inner 
adventurer

www.islandsandrivers.com. 

SOPHIE WINDSOR CLIVE 

Sophie is a Londoner who always craved green space. 
She began in the film industry first as a runner and 
then in the art department after graduating from the 
University of Leeds. In 2009 she wrote her first short 
film, 'Ana Chia', whilst working on a feature film, 
making good use of all the sitting around. She has 
since made many short films, and her work has been 
screened at the ICA and Saatchi Gallery. She is 
passionate about working with young people, and has 
created workshops to encourage creativity. 
Collaboration is key to her ethos and she has worked 
with many different companies, including the BBC, 
House of Fairytales and Film London. 

LIBERTY SMITH 

Liberty is a multi award-winning director/producer. 
Her films include real-life tales about veterans of war 
and their use of good luck charms in conflict, to 
veterans of the sea and their role as the last ever 
lighthouse keepers before automation. Liberty's 
favourite day begins with a large piece of paper and a 
0.5mm pen, and a brainstorming and coffee session 
with Sophie, at their floating Islands & Rivers HQ on 
the River Thames. 
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      Sometimes finding time to maintain friendships can be tough, especially when 
you have friends from different parts of your life, with different interests, all living in 
different directions from your own nest.  With all the must-do's and obligations and 
the spur of the moment things that you manage to say “yes” to, how on earth can 
you stay connected with those who may not live next door, but hold a big spot in 
your heart?  How do you balance it all?   
                          It would be so easy, if they all would join the same book club, sign up
                    for the same yoga class, or conveniently have kids all the same age.
                    Then you could see them all at once.  As it is though, some of them have
                    very little in common.  True.  Very little, but not nothing.  They have you in 
                    common.  
                          What if you gather them at your home once a month?  This was how I
                    started Second Saturday Soup and Studio.  All of my friends know that on
                    the Second Saturday of the month, from 3-9, they can show up, eat 
                    something homemade, and play with my art supplies.  Few of my friends 
                    are artists, or even crafty, and some of them only come for the big pot of 
                    soup, and to hang out and visit.  I don't send out reminder emails, and I
                                                don't ask for RSVP's.  It's always fun to just see who
                                                        shows up, and who they bring along.  New
                                                          friendships are formed, news is shared, new foods
                                                             are tried, and creative tips and ideas are
                                                               exchanged.
                                                                       It's affordable and casual, so everyone can
                                                                 participate.  It keeps us connected, and gives
                                                                 us an opportunity to share our gifts, 
                                                                 encouragement, and laughter.  Nights out at the
                                                                theater are as lovely and ephemeral as
                                                               champagne, but nights at home with friends are
                                                               as satisfying as a big bowl of soup.  For me, a
                                                              well-balanced life has both.

SoupSoupSecond Saturday
& Studio

Dawn-Marie deLara
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SoupSoupSecond Saturday
& Studio

Dawn-Marie deLara
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by Cathy Isles

I have heard people say that they would think about somebody and 
have an urge to contact them.  Often, they wouldn't follow through and 
end up regretting it.  Contacting somebody who is on my mind is very 
important to me; of course I send cards!  What amazes me is how 
many times the response to these surprise “thinking of you” cards, is 
that the person receiving it needed an uplifting message to brighten 
their day! Intuition is an amazing thing.  I hope I will inspire you to listen 
to your intuition more often.

Sending cards and letters not only lifts the spirits of those receiving 
them, but it also makes you feel great!  As I get ready to send 
somebody a card, I sit back and think about that person and what 
we've shared, how I feel about them, and the reason for sending the 
card.  Doing this introspection while writing out the card always 
reinforces why I do it—to make a positive impact on the recipient of the 
card, the universe and me!

I truly believe in karma and that what you “send out” in life is what you 
get back.  Of course this includes our everyday gestures.  I use cards 
and letters to work my positive energy into as many lives as I can.

Spreading joy by sending cards not only affects the receiver in a 
positive way, but it also brings positive energy into your life.  

From the Heart 
to the Mailbox
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The kindness you send 
            in a single letter
                      ripples out 
                          to touch 
                        countless 
                             hearts.
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Cards are an inexpensive way to keep in contact with people.  Even if you only 
send out birthday, sympathy and get well cards, you are still keeping in touch with 
people and sending a positive message, and positivity is a great thing.  Actually this is 
a win/win for both the receiver and the sender of the card.  If we would all take time to 
do this, what an amazing place the world would be!  World peace?  Maybe, maybe 
not.  But it really does make life richer.

Although the cost of postage does continue to 
rise, mailing a card is still an inexpensive gesture that 
can bring priceless results.  Stationary and cards 
aren’very expensive either, except when you buy 
them and never send them.  I agree that it is impor-
tant to have cards and stationary on hand, but I know 
of some people who HOARD them and never send 
them.  What is the purpose of that?  To keep cards 
captive in a drawer and never let them fulfill their 
purpose of making somebody happy does not make 
sense to me.  Let it go, people, and send them!

Well, why not send cards?

. 30-Person Challenge
Interested in touching 30 
lives and brightening their 
days? I encourage you to 
send a card out daily for 
one month.  Make a list of 
30 people to send thinking 
of you or friendship cards 
(on a budget?  Head to a 
dollar store and stock up. 
Usually the cards are 50 
cents apiece and while there, 
pick up some birthday, 
sympathy and get-well 
cards). Every day for a 
month, mail out a card, 
and see what kind of 
responses you get to them. I 
am sure you will be pleased.  
This might become a 
wonderful habit that you 
will enjoy doing more often 
than you currently do, as it 
will surely make a 
difference in the lives of 
those who receive your 
cards.
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Sherrie, 50
 I've been through painful moments in my life - mom dying after being in a 
coma for 12 weeks, dad dying of Alzheimer's, a rough divorce after a 
painful 20 year marriage, and I think that if anyone had sent me a card 
(which didn't happen), it would have been enough that they thought of me 
and cared to send one. I wouldn't have cared about what it said, honestly.

 Robbie, 47
I don't have kids.  My dogs have been my kids.   My husband and I got our 
first “baby” at a shelter about one year after we got married.  We fell in love 
with this 6 month old Dobie-girl, Freddie.   The last two years she was 
alive, I workd from home and we were inseparable. When she died 
suddenly, I honestly felt that nobody could understand my loss or my 
misery.  Even my husband, while torn up in his own way, couldn't 
understand why I just couldn't stop crying.
I received a card from the wife of a man who worked with my husband.  I 
had only met my husband's co-worker once and had never met his wife.  
She sent me the most awesome, meaningful, caring sympathy card that 
nailed how I felt about my dog and my loss.   I'm sure I still have the card 
somewhere.   It could only have been written and sent by someone who 
had been there.  I have never since found a card that truly reflects the 
sentiment that this card reflected.   I've had friends who have lost beloved 
pets, and I've only found cards that just barely touch that I get how they 
feel.   It made me feel like I wasn't alone in how I felt, and I wasn't weird for 
caring so much about my furry family member.  

Delores, 70
I can remember a part of me not wanting there to be any cards delivered 
that day because of the tears they were sure to bring but also hoping there 
would be prayers and words of comfort in the cards or perhaps memories 
of events shared and meant to bring light in such a dark and desolate time 
in our lives.  Twenty seven years later, I still remember some of the 
sentiments of those cards....not the words, but the kindness and sharing.  
The cards, of course, have been saved and re-read through the years.  I 
think the most important messages were those that spoke of what the 
departed meant to them.

We asked some people if any greeting cards they 

received made a difference to them.
 
 Here is a sampling of the responses:
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I'd have loved to do about ten pages filled with 
autumn celebrations, but this is a sampler 
issue, and I guess you might want to read 
about something other than yummy food and 
pretty parties.  The Autumn 2013 issue will be 
full sized, and if you'll all buy subscriptions, I 
can have almost unlimited space to party to 
my heart's content.  For this issue, I put 
together an autumn tea menu, with recipes 
you can use together for a tea or cocktail 
party, or individually, as part of your holiday 
gatherings.  If you are invited somewhere for 
Thanksgiving dinner, bring the 
Pumpkin Tartlettes.  They are 
the perfect solution to the
 “no room for pie” dilemma, 
and you will be adored!  

article and recipes by Dawn-Marie deLara
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     It really is! It takes such little 
effort to be nice and the effects of 
the gesture can be enormous to the 
recipient.  If we all made a conscious 
effort to be nice, it is my belief that the 
kind gestures would not only benefit others, but it would benefit 
you too!
     A simple trip to the grocery store can give us many 
opportunities to be nice.  Smiling is the easiest thing to do and 
certainly doesn't take much effort.  Give people a smile when you 
encounter a fellow shopper coming from the opposite direction.  
Once, I smiled at a lady in a grocery store at the checkout line.  She 
turned and THANKED ME for smiling at her because she said it 
made her day. How absolutely gratifying that was for me!  Her 
taking the time to thank me made my day! I especially love to give a 
big smile to seniors.  It seems so often that they are overlooked in 
our society, and I make it a point to look them in the eye when I 
give them a great big smile.

It’s Nice to
       Be Nice

by Cathy Isles
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1.  Help somebody pick up items if they accidentally 

knocked some to the floor.  Making a joke that you have 

done that same thing will help ease any embarrassment 

they may feel.  2.  Complimenting well behaved children is always a boost 

to a parent with kids in tow. 
3.   If you notice something spilled on the floor let an 

employee know so that it can be cleaned up before somebody 

slips. 
4.  Notice that somebody is a little short of cash at 

checkout?  If you can swing it, give them the money needed 

to complete the transaction.  Think of this as a “paying it 

forward” gesture.5.  Offer to take the cart back to the corral when you see 

seniors or moms with little kids finishing up loading their 

vehicles.
6.  If somebody approaches your checkout lane and they 

only have a couple of items, let them go ahead of you.  They 

will certainly appreciate that you did.

7.  Reaching up to the top shelf is hard for height 

challenged people, so give a helping hand when you can.

8.  Remember to help support local food banks.  Grocers have 

made this easy by placing bins in the store for you to put 

your donations into.
9.  Have an extra quarter after you check out?  Place it in a 

gumball machine to be discovered by a child.  What a great 

surprise!!!10.  Finally, leave coupons you are not going to use near the 

products they are good for so that somebody purchasing 

that item will get a few unexpected cents off.

   
When you do a good deed, you add meaning and 

significance to your life.  

Grocery list of nice things to do
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     As I walked through the back gate I looked through the windows. “Ears!” I exclaimed. “Do I see 
ears?” I sure did – two straight up, and two folded forward in little triangles. My boys were 
standing back in the room, peering through the windows waiting for the return of my husband and 
me. 
     Never did I think I would have moments like this, since I married someone who is not a dog 
person. I had sadly resigned myself to an adult life without a dog until one day he read an article 
about greyhounds in the neighborhood paper. “I might consider getting one of those,” he said. 
“They seem very cat-like.”
     I didn't know a thing about greyhounds, so I immediately started reading and attending “meet-
n-greet” events to learn about them in hopes that my dream of having a dog could come true. 
I was quite struck by them in the beginning, especially given that I grew up with a small, high-
energy dog. They were so big, yet so calm… and so elegant. I expected them to be very hyper but 
instead learned that they're one of the most laid back and docile breeds. While tall, they are not 
wide, so they don't take up as much room as other large dogs do. 

I’m 
Not
A
Dog 
Person

I’m a Greyhound Person

by barbara gates schaben
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     In addition to the dog qualities that everyone loves, greyhounds are incredibly adaptable and very 
well socialized – both with humans and other dogs. They come from a very structured background, so 
they're ready to learn and live within your schedule and lifestyle. While there are exceptions, they rarely 
bark, jump, or lick, and don't shed as much as other breeds. They are
                                                                               generally in very good health, due to generations of breeding
                                                                                                   for maximum performance rather than looks, and 
                                                                                                                            don't require any more exercise than
                                                                                                                                                         any other breed. 

     Each time I attended one of the events I met another group of calm, friendly, smiling dogs with big 
brown eyes gazing up at me. There was something about the way they conducted themselves that really 
struck a chord with me – their gentle demeanor was peaceful and smile-inducing at the same time. 
Some of them really knew how to work the room, coming over to greet me or lean on me to get 
attention. Given their height, they make it very easy to pet them – you don't even have to lean down!
The more I learned, the more my curiosity grew. I went again and again, gathering information and 
bringing it home. After months of listening to my reports after each event, my husband attended one to 
see why I was so taken by these animals. It took one visit and he was sold. 
     That's when we got Arrow. My husband loved Arrow so much that he agreed to foster other 
greyhounds right off the track to help them acclimate into life as a pet. What a joy it was to watch them 
develop as they learned how to live in a house, play, and transition into retirement! We fostered nearly 
two dozen until my “non-dog-loving” husband begged to keep our then current foster – a nearly ninety-
pound dog named Rider. And so we became a two-hound household.
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     Known as 45 mph couch potatoes, greyhounds are content to spend their days lazing around with 
you if that's what you want to do (I like to say that they really embrace retirement), though they are 
eager to learn and will do whatever they can to please you. 
     But more than that, they have a gentle spirit and joy for life that is impossible to ignore. 
They are sleek, they are elegant, they are beautiful, and they are dogs. These gentle giants will love 
you unconditionally. They will adore you, want to be with you, not realize how big they are, and amuse 
you to no end with their goofball antics, including their signature “cockroaching” (a hilarious sleeping 
position unique to greyhounds). 
     They bring all the good qualities of dogs, while exhibiting some cat-like qualities like grooming 
themselves (though they lack the aloofness some cats have – you get the best of both worlds!). Quiet 
and docile, greyhounds make a good pet for young and old, sedentary and active, and new and 
experienced dog owners. They are just looking for a place to call home, and a family to call their own, 
after their racing life is over. 
     After recently counting the number of dog beds in our home, I teased my husband, saying that since 
their furniture now outnumbered ours, he was clearly now a dog person. He quickly corrected me: 
“No, I am not a dog person – I am a greyhound person.”
     Is there really a difference? Yes, or I'd be living in a human-only house right now. 
Find a fast friend – you won't regret it. Adopt a retired racing greyhound!

For information on greyhound adoption 
contact Greyhound Pets of America

 
1-800-366-1472
www.greyhoundpets.org
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islandsandrivers.com

Give wings to your own dreams, and in so doing, 

you just may strengthen the wings of others.

You truly never know the significance of 

even your smallest actions.  The 

smile you wear touches hearts you 

will never meet.  The words you speak

fall on unknown ears.  The adventure you

say “yes!” to may become a gift you give

t.o the world.  Let “Yes!” be your mantra for life

Dawn-Marie deLara




